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ABSTRACT
To unlock mysteries of our sun, Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) and its propulsion system partner Northrop
Grumman confronted the challenge of getting sensors to the sun for detailed observation on a limited budget. SwRI’s
proposed Solaris mission paired a solar observatory with the Orion 38 and Orion 50 XLT Solid Rocket Motor (SRM)based stages for a gravity-assisted slingshot maneuver around Jupiter.
The NASA Heliophysics Medium Explorer (MIDEX) program selected Solaris in 2020 for a concept study that ran
through 2022. Solaris aimed to conduct high-latitude observations of the Sun’s south and north regions to resolve our
understanding of how their magnetic fields and flows effect the broader solar cycle. Solaris carried two primary
sensors: a Compact Doppler Magnetograph (CDM); and a wide-field Solaris Extreme Ultraviolet Imager (S-EUVI).
The proposal conformed to cost and launch vehicle parameters: a $250 million MIDEX mission cost cap and
integration with one of three Designated Reference Launch Vehicles (DRLVs). The launch vehicle did not count
toward the mission cost but the velocity-boosting upper stage motors did. The cost and technical tradeoffs resulting in
Solaris being paired with the Orion 38 and Orion 50 XLT SRM-based stages are likely relevant to other cost-capped
deep space missions.
THE SOLARIS MISSION

velocity must be provided by Northrop Grumman’s
heritage upper stage boosters.

Science Background
MISSION ORBIT

The Solaris mission has three science goals: to
understand how polar magnetic fields and flows reveal
the Sun’s global dynamics; to determine how highlatitude coronal magnetic fields connect the Sun and
heliosphere; and to determine the role of transient
dynamics in structuring the corona and solar wind. With
margin for extra mass, a technology demonstration of
four boomless magnetometers could also be flown.

Prime Limitations
NASA MIDEX is meant to be medium class explorer
mission with a defined total satellite and science cost cap
(launch cost is not included). Since NASA does not have
budget for unlimited launch resources for infinite orbit
capabilities, a specific mass/orbit and volume capability
was defined to prevent the science team from assuming
unlimited capabilities on the launch service.

To achieve these science goals, the solar satellite will use
its two primary sensors: the CDM and wide-field SEUVI. These will be flown on a small satellite that
passes under and over the sun. To achieve that solar
orbit, a Jupiter fly-by is needed to escape the plane of the
ecliptic and slingshot the trajectory. During the first
launch window planned for the Helio MIDEX mission,
the maximum velocity required is slightly less than 16
km/sec for the worst launch day in the launch window
(the velocity varies each day). Nearly 6 km/sec of that
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NASA Explorer missions have unnamed Designated
Reference Launch Vehicles (DRLVs). Each mission
must be designed to fit within the DRLVs’ performance
ranges to allow NASA Launch Services Program (LSP,
the launch service procurement agency) to fit within
budget limitations. Those launch vehicles represent the
known, certified launch services currently available on
the NLS-II contract at the time of the Announcement of
Opportunity (AO) release, not those projected to exist at
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Solaris’ cost-effective, high-Technology Readiness
Level (TRL) on-board satellite propulsion system.

the time of launch, in this case 7 years later. The U.S.
medium-to-large launch vehicle market is in a dynamic
time, with some heritage launch vehicles phasing out of
operation and the entry of new vehicles to the market
with different capabilities. The DRLV performance
ranges in the 2019 Helio MIDEX AO correspond with
the Northrop Grumman Antares, ULA Atlas V 401, and
the reusable SpaceX Falcon 9 launch vehicles. Antares
is a medium-class launch vehicle; the Atlas V 401 is at
the lower end of intermediate-class range; and the
reusable Falcon 9 is at the upper end of the intermediate
class range. The expendable Falcon 9 performance,
heavier Falcon Heavy, and larger Atlas V configurations
have performances beyond the MIDEX DRLV
specification.

Upper stages added to existing LVs have been used for
decades for high energy missions – the New Horizons
and Parker Solar Probe missions are recent examples.
The Delta II launch vehicle even had several high-energy
upper stages pre-defined. Combined with a Jupiter flyby to augment the plane change out of the ecliptic, this
offers a solution to the polar solar trajectory, although
the additional velocity and energy needed exceeds all
prior performance accomplishments by a satelliteprovided upper stage.
The cost of a dedicated upper stage must be borne within
the MIDEX cost cap on the satellite mission side – it
cannot be included as a DRLV cost. Since the satellite,
sensors, and mission support costs are known/fixed (with
much quiescent cruise built in for an interplanetary
trajectory), the cost envelope for an upper stage
additional booster has been wedged into the remaining
budget.

To reach the required trajectory around Jupiter, a visviva velocity of 122 km2/sec2 is needed for the highest
energy day of the mission window. None of the DRLVs
are capable of pushing a satellite to that velocity without
incorporating additional upper-stage boosters, despite
the observatory’s small mass.

In addition to the cost limitation, risk tolerance for a
MIDEX mission is Class C – moderate risk tolerance
(often drifting to Class B – low risk tolerance after
mission initiation). This requires a booster with
significant heritage – a new or low-TRL solution would
not be accepted without significant mission risk
identified by the NASA proposal review committees.
Risk needs to be avoided when possible.
Tentative Solutions
Various heritage solutions were analyzed. The STAR 37
SRM-based solution was appropriate to a small satellite
but did not provide enough velocity, and estimated
mission costs pushed up against the available budget.
The STAR 48 SRM was used on the New Horizons
mission in 2006 to reach the highest earth-relative
velocity ever reached on a boosted payload at the time.
A three-axis stabilized derivative of that motor and stage
solution had recently been used for the successful Parker
Solar Probe mission, which launched off a Delta IV
Heavy and reached an even higher velocity (albeit aimed
at the Sun, rather than outer space). Both of those
missions used a launch vehicle with more starting
velocity (Atlas V 551 and Delta IV Heavy, respectively)
than was available off any of the MIDEX DRLVs. The
STAR 48 SRM and other cost-compliant derivatives did
not have enough energy for the Solaris mission.

Image courtesy SwRI

Figure 1: The SwRI Solaris observatory would
conduct two 108-day, >55° flyby observations of the
Sun’s south and north poles, respectively.
Additional Limitations
In addition to the high velocity requirement, MIDEX
missions have cost caps – $250 million in this instance.
The velocity needed over what the DRLVs offer (>5
km/sec for the Solaris Jupiter orbit intersect) make this
infeasible to accomplish within the cost limit, even with
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The STAR solutions have an additional challenge – their
velocity dispersions at burnout increase the required
budgeted mass needed for the satellite to remove
trajectory dispersions and accurately target the Jupiter
2
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insertion window. Ideally, a much smaller final stage is
needed.
One more factor that rules out the larger STAR 48BV
motor is the burnout loads. When operated in its heritage
configuration, it is too large for the Solaris observatory,
which weighs less than 60% of the Parker Solar Probe
weight.
A stacked STAR 48 / STAR 37 solution was investigated
(it had been used to take the LADEE satellite to the
Moon off a suborbital Peacekeeper motor stack on the
NASA/U.S. Air Force Minotaur V launch in 2013).
Using both of these motors would not fit within the
available budget, and the combination also had
dispersions requiring growth of the satellite trim kit.

Figure 2: Pegasus/Orion Motor Stack First Flight
None of the DRLVs could send the Solaris observatory
to Jupiter alone, nor lift the entire Orion stage stack to
orbit – nor could the entire Orion motor stack fit into any
of the identified payload envelopes. With the avionics
assembly, the entire Orion stage stack is over 14m long.
By removing the Orion 50S XL from the stack, the upper
two stages fit into any of the DRLV envelopes (this
configuration was previously proposed to NASA as a
booster solution for other missions).

The most capable, flight proven, and reliable upper stage
motor options for Solaris cannot bring the mission to
closure in the various orbit mission requirements using
the allowable DRLVs.
SOLUTION
Heritage Reuse
To solve these challenges, Northrop Grumman offered
motors from its heritage Orion 50S / Orion 50 / Orion 38
series. This Orion family of solid rocket motors has
spawned more launch vehicle configurations in its
history than any other SRM.

The Orion 50 XLT / Orion 38 SRM-based upper stage
stack was an inexpensive and highly reliable upper stage
solution to take the Pegasus / Minotaur I-class Solaris
Observatory to very deep space rapidly off any of the
current intermediate-class reference launch vehicles. It
can also be used off medium-class vehicles for lower
energy escape trajectories. Figure 3 illustrates the
Northrop Grumman motor stack that meets the Solaris
mission’s energy needs and MIDEX cost point
requirement.

The 50-inch Orion 50 motors now offer “XL” length; the
stack in current widespread use is Orion 50S XL, Orion
50 XL, and Orion 38. The first complete Orion motor
stack was flown successfully on the Pegasus rocket in
1990 (Figure 2); this stack has also flown on Taurus,
Minotaur-C, and multiple different suborbital rockets for
military customers. The upper two stages are used for
Minotaur I and the upper stage is used on Minotaur IV,
even in stacked configuration. The Orion motors have
never been the cause of any launch failure in their
history. The Orion 50 XL and Orion 38 SRM-based stage
stacks have flown off six different configurations of
lower stages in space launch vehicle configurations, and
even more in suborbital configurations.
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One additional advantage of using a high thrust upper
stage solution is less exposure to orbital debris when
passing through LEO due to its high velocity and
relatively small forward profile. The parking orbit used
for GTO is very low – without significant orbital debris.
The upper stage assembly propulsion happens very
quickly relative to low earth orbit after the DRLV leaves
the parking orbit post insertion burn.
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The high energy version of the largest DRLV could lift
the USA with the Solaris satellite and all necessary
adapters to an insertion state that is roughly
Geosynchronous Transfer Orbit (GTO). Igniting at that
trajectory, the USA would push the Solaris satellite to
greater than 120 km/sec2 – the speed necessary for a
Jupiter fly-by trajectory at the time designated for the
AO initial launch capability.
The Orion 38 SRM is significantly smaller than the
STAR 37 SRM, with lower thrust and lower total
impulse (the loads and dispersion of using the Orion 38
as the final stage propulsion basis were reduced as a
result). The velocity budget is set up so that each stage
is guided to remove the dispersions of the lower stage or
DRLV – the only dispersion control needed by the
Solaris Observatory is from the final stage dispersion.
This decreases Solaris Observatory to a manageable size
– much smaller than needed for a larger final stage.
All of the Orion-based stages have three-axis thrust
vector control. The payload center of mass control and
monitoring is needed; however, payload spin balancing,
spin stabilization, and de-spin/yo-weight mechanisms, as
well as spin dispersion accuracy compensation are not
needed.
The entire stage stack is qualified for Minotaur I-sized or
larger payloads (some suborbital missions have payload
masses much larger than Minotaur I satellites) – greatly
exceeding the Solaris satellite mass. Minotaur I can
launch satellites weighing nearly up to 600 kg – which is
more than 50% greater than the Solaris Observatory’s
maximum mass. In addition, the satellite manufacturer
used for the Solaris observatory has successful flight
experience with the Minotaur I space launch vehicle. The
satellite manufacturer also possesses heritage
environmental qualification.

Figure 3: Solaris Upper Stage Assembly
Requirement Satisfaction
The Orion 50 XLT (which is a slightly reinforced version
of the original Orion 50 XL) and the Orion 38 are the
boost solution for Solaris (Figure 4). Minotaur I has
flown both the Orion 50 XLT and the Orion 50 XL
interchangeably. For Solaris, this stage combination is
named the Upper Stage Assembly (USA).

Northrop Grumman has successfully launched satellites
off all the DRLVs – from Antares to the latest Falcon 9
configuration – and is very accustomed to all of the
environments, interfaces, launch services, and launch
service contractors. All the DRLV launch environments
are gentle by the standards that the USA is qualified to
and has successfully flown many times. Northrop
Grumman has also launched multiple space launch
vehicles of its own, and with the DRLVs, from the
Florida Cape Canaveral Space Launch Complex.
Because the Orion based USA is a minimally modified
Minotaur I upper stack, the development is minimal
except for a custom-designed USA Adapter (USAA) that
is needed to mate the booster stack with the DRLV. The
cost and weight of external insulation on the Orion 50
XLT can also be avoided since the Solaris observatory
stack will ride inside the DRLV fairing. The costs of half

Figure 4: A Northrop Grumman Orion 50 XL, Orion
38 and Avionics Assembly representative to the
hardware proposed for the Solaris solar observatory
mission.
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of a Minotaur I fit within the cost envelope (with
standard margin) that the Solaris program requires. The
avionics and other stage hardware, software, and
guidance qualification standards for the upper stage were
well-quantified when Northrop Grumman successfully
designed the Parker Solar Probe STAR 48 stage.
Because significant development of the stages was not
needed, Northrop Grumman was able to offer them on a
fixed-price basis to SwRI for Solaris.

Table 1:
LV

Figure 5 depicts a representation of the final
configuration planned for flight on Solaris. This stack
can fit and be flown by any of the intermediate launch
vehicles projected to be available in 2024 for a late 2026
mission.

USA heritage

Upper Stages Flown

Result

Minotaur-C

Orion 50
XLT
Orion 38

1

2017 – Current
All Successful

Minotaur I

Orion 50 XL /
Orion 38
Orion 50
XLT / Orion
38

12

2000 – Current: All
Successful

Minotaur IV

Orion 38
Orion 38 X 2

4

2010 – Current:
All successful

SubOrbital

Orion 50 XL /
Orion 38
Orion 50
XLT / Orion
38

Total

2003 – Current:
All Successful

61 + Suborbital Missions
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Table 1:
LV

USA heritage

Upper Stages Flown

Result

Pegasus

Orion 50 /
Orion 38

10

1990 – 1996: No Orion 50
or 38 motor failures.

Pegasus XL

Orion 50 XL /
Orion 38

35

1994 - Current; No Orion
50 or 38 motor failures
All Successful since 1996

Taurus

Orion 50 /
Orion 38
Orion 50
XLT / Orion
38

9

1994 – 2011; No Orion 50
or 38 motor failures
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Deep space mission: “Spacecraft that will
operate more than two million kilometers
(“deep
space”)
from
the
Earth.”
(05_HEP_2019_MIDEX_Guidelines_and_Crit
eria_for_the_Phase_A_Concept_Study_20201
210.pdf)
NASA set a cost cap of $250 million, excluding
launch, in the Heliophysics MIDEX
announcement of opportunity in 2019.
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